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Objectives	 

1.  Cultivate young talents who can be 
competitive to face the challenges of the 
age of globalization, information and 
knowledge based economy���
	 

2.  Raise the productivity of the young 
generation at least two time to meet the 
trend of ageing and less children society	 



Organization 	 
Advisory	 Committee	 

共同召集人：劉兆漢、曾志朗、施振榮	 

執行長：彭宗平	 

Industry：高希均、殷允芃、鄭崇華、嚴長壽、史欽泰、林百里。	 

Academics：楊祖佑、朱經武、郭位、黃榮村、吳妍華、陳維昭、錢致	 
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潘慧玲、柯華葳、吳

財順、周愚文、幸曼

玲、陳竹亭、李珀、

謝國清	 
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分組召集人	 

Academics：陳維昭	 
Industry：史欽泰	 

	 

小組委員6名	 
卓永財、盧志遠、

蕭慈飛、牟宗燦、
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小組委員6名	 

谷家恆、張國保、
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陳聰勝、李隆盛	 
	 

Internationalize	 

分組召集人	 

Academics：錢致榕	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Industry：高希均	 

小組委員5名	 

馮達旋、李誠、唐

揆、徐小波、翟本

喬	 
	 



Number of meetings 	 

1.  Subcommittee : 21	 

2.  Workshops : 7 

3.  Public Hearing : 7 (526 persons 
participated) 

4.  Chairs of Subcommittee : 4 

5.  Advisory Committee : 4 

6.  Meet the Press : 3	 



Main points in the White Paper	 

1.  Focus on main issues and list priority	 

2.  Find the crucial point the problems and 
find the solutions 

3.  Set the strategy for executions and 
actions 

4.  Establish a complete Plan, Do, Check 
and Act (PDCA) cycle	 
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Forword	 
Main Topics Concerned— 
           「Change and Breakthrough」 
「Change」-- Need to clearly identify where to “change” 

and what are the major differences after “change”  

「Breakthrough」-- Need to “breakthrough” not only in 
perception, but also need to get out of the current 
constrained “box” 

More importantly, all levels’ administrators need to take up 
the responsibility to make the “change” a reality in order to 
achieve the objectives	 



What do we  need ? 	 

1.   Enough well-trained first level workers 

2.   Experienced middle-class managers in 
all fields 

3.   Top managers at the peak of the 
pyramid 

4.   Excellent teachers for elementary and 
middle schools	 



Current Issues	 
1.  Too many universities	 

2.  Mismatch and supply and demand of human resources	 

3.  The trend to become ageing and less children society  

4.  International and cross-strait competition 

5.  The implementation of compulsory 12-year education	 

6.  The reasonable fee for college education	 

7.  Digital and life-long learning	 

8.  Face-to-Face problem solving 	 



Key Ideas	 
1.  Talents need to cope with the world trends	 
2.  Talents cultivation need to match with the need of human resources	 
3.  Talents’ ability is more important than their academic records	 
4.  Talents cultivation needs to fit to individual 「interest」、

「personality」and「ability」	 
5.  Talents cultivation has to be all-rounded and keep continuity	 
6.  Talents cultivation needs to follow the international standard 
7.  Vocational Education needs to focus on the practical use of the 

knowledge learned	 
8.  Respect the academic freedom and market driven mechanism of the 

University 	 
9.  The distribution of education resources has to follow the principle  

of the society fairness 
10.  Encourage the industry to more involve in education and talents 

cultivation	 



Goals – Cultivate talents to create a happy, prosperous society	 

1.  More well-qualified outstanding teachers to 
educate our young generation	 

2.  To resolve the problem of the learned-and-use 
gap 

3.  The cultivated talents need to be internationally 
competitive	 

4.  Future students are able to create at least two 
time productivity than today’s students	 



K-12 Education—Execution strategy  
	 

1.  Set the new K-12 curricula as soon as 
possible, to identify the position of the 
regular high schools and vocational schools, 
and clarify the issues how to continue from 
the current 9-year compulsory system to 12-
year and its continuation to college or to the 
job market	 
-  Need to improve the teachers’ selection process  

-  Need to have better teacher evaluation system	 



2.  Set the K-12 education funding to have the 
highest priority, amend the 「education fund 
budgeting and managing 」Law, increase 
education budget by 0.5% (governmental 
budget) 

–  Need to identify as soon as possible the source of 
this additional education fund  

 

     	 

3.  Need to set the new K-12 evaluation standard 
–  A possible approach is to use TIMSS as the main 

assessment standard, and second with PISA	 

K-12 Education—Execution strategy  
	 



1.  Teacher selection and evaluation .….. 

2.  Transform the current high school …… 
3.  Improve the leadership in the schools to 

enhance the administration efficiency, to 
implement the real values of education 
and create a better communication 
channel between the administrators with 
teachers and parents 

K-12 Education – Action plans	 



Vocational Education – Execution strategy 	 

1.  To consolidate the national human resource 
planning and to clarify the information of  the 
demand and supply of human resources  

2.  To integrate teaching, training, testing 
(certificates) and employment such that 
vocational education can be strengthened	 

3.  Galvanize the vocational education curricula	 
4.  Promote the vocational education quality (all-

rounded foundation)	 
5.  Substantially increase the vocational education 

resources	 



Vocational Education – Action plans 	 

1.  Integrate the vocational education policies.. 
2.  Add-value to the vocational education 
3.  Guarantee the quality of vocational education 

–  Enhance the functions of all curricula developing Centers, and 
allow industry to involve in  the learning and training courses 

–  Set incentive policy to encourage industry to donate their used 
facility and provide work-study opportunities to schools for 
better practical training  

–  Require schools to establish a more effective education quality 
assurance; and helps students acquire needed certificates 

–  Routinely evaluate the schools’ performance with the proper 
indices (such as awarded certificates, on-job performance, etc.)	 



College Education and Globalization	 

Purpose of College Education and Directions of 
Efforts 
"   The Foundation: high quality teaching and 

learning system 
"   Establish the foundation for sustainable 

development of the society 
"   Cultivate talents to meet the societal needs 
"   Strengthen the talents’ international 

competitiveness 



Types of Universities and their Functions 
"   Research-oriented Universities:  Bears the responsibility to 

cultivate research-oriented students who can pursue advanced 
knowledge with international competitiveness. Not only the 
students can reach out, it also has the ability to attract talents 
from abroad. 

"   Outstanding teaching Universities: Knows to grasp the key 
knowledge and techniques so that the graduates can quickly 
adapt to the working environment; understand the world 
trends and can adopt to industrial changes  

"   Regular Universities: Major responsibility is to train needed 
personnel for industry. Need to closely work together with the 
industry to train expertise	 

College Education and Globalization	 



College Education – Critical Issues	 

1.  Resources 

2.  Deregulation  

3.  Quality Assurance	 

4.  Globalization 	 



College Education – Execution Strategy 	 

1.  Promote university quality and students’ 
competitiveness… 

2.  Adjust the total number of the universities and reset 
the recruiting policy… 

3.  Allow more flexible tuition and related matching 
policies 
–  Allow more reasonable tuition adjusting mechanism  
–  Guarantee the learning opportunities for the poor 

4.  Create environment to recruit talents from abroad 
–  Enhance recruiting activities from abroad to attract more 

foreigners willing to work in Taiwan 
–  Examine the retention policies for foreign workers and 

amend the relevant regulations	 



5.  Write special Law to recruit foreign 
specialists 
-    Draft the 「Law for the development of special talents」so 

that we can easily recruit a suitable foreign specialist who 
is hard to find from local talent, meanwhile set the policy 
for more effective one-stop window to process the 
recruiting of talented foreign workers.	 

College Education – Execution Strategy 	 



1.  Change university ruling policies and System 
deregulation 
-  Allow more self-regulate rules (freedom) in personnel and 

accounting system in public univeristies 
-  Allow outstanding private university to be self-regulated  
-  Create a normal mechanism for tuition adjustment 
-  Change the awarding system to private universities after the 

new rules 
2.  Enhance teaching quality, establish quality 

assurance mechanism to promote students’ 
competitiveness…. 

3.  Set the reasonable number of universities… 
4.  International recruiting policies and law… 
 

College Education – Action Plans	 



Concluding Remarks	 
1.  Administrators need to have new mind-set, willing to 

create innovative new mechanism, take new initiatives and 
actions. Need to assure the needed resources, including 
reset the distribution of total education funds to make sure 
the new deregulation, transformation and breakthrough 
can be realized 

2.  Talents cultivation is only one part of the human resources 
issue. The government needs to re-examine the 
employment policy, recruiting policy, population policy 
and immigration policy. Therefore, to implement the 
recommendations in this White Paper needs to coordinate 
the relevant departments in the Executive Yuan including 
MoE, MoST, MoEA, MoL(abor)… 

3.  ……. 
4.  …….	 



What will be the focus for Taiwan’s next phase development? 

Sunflower Movement in 
Taiwan, March, 2014



What we learned about the New Generation?	 

"  Know how to handle the modern technologies 
–  e.g., the power of internet 

"  Know how to communicate with others 
–  e.g., real time communication world-wide 

"  Know how to express their views 
–  e.g., effective press releases regularly  

"  Know how to organize a big group of people 
–  e.g., the gathering of almost half million people  

"  Know how to divide the work loads 
"  ….. 
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Special Characteristics of Taiwan 
— Diversity 

Cultural 
Diversity 

Bio-diversity Geo-diversity 

Tim
e 

Space 

Recognize, 
Respect, 

Enjoy, and 
Cherish 

Aboriginal 
Characters 

Culture and Art 

Extinction and 
regeneration of 

Species 

Evolution of plant 
Ecology	 	 

Industrial 
Diversity 

http://biodiv.sinica.edu.tw/
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   最佳瀏覽解析度為 

1024×768dpi 



What are the
 Opportunities ? 
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Classroom of Nature	 
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http://blog.roodo.com/ddmflower/8fd600c5.gif 

綬草	 (清明草)	 
Spiranthes 
Sinensis 

 (Ladies Tresses)	 

黃金蕨(金狗毛)	 
Taiwanense Cibotium	 



Why	 Spiranthes Sinensis (or Ladies Tresses) is
 called “Poor man’s Ginseng”？	 

W.T.	 Chen	 (History	 2)	 

M.R.	 Chen	 (History	 2)	 

P.R.	 Chiang	 (Opt.	 2)	 

L.W.	 Pan	 (Culture	 2)	 

H.T.	 Huang	 (Culture2)	 

Y.E.	 Huang	 (Eng.	 2)	 

T.M.	 Yang	 (Eng.	 2)	 

P.T.	 Chang	 (Eco.	 4)	 

T.R.	 Lo	 (Language	 4)
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Work Assignment 

Group leader：Y.E. Huang	 
PPT Preparation：T.M. Yanh	 
Document Writing：T.R. Lo /
P.T. Chang /Y.E. Huang	 
Story Collection：M.R. Chen	 
Shape/Pattern：M.R. Chiang	 
Medical Effect：L.W. Pan/H.T. 
Hang	 
Expt. Organizer：W.T. Chen	 
Data Analysis：P.T. Chang/Y.E. 
Huang/ M.R. Chen/T.M. Yang	 
Poster Design：Y.E. Huang	 
Collection of samples/Survey 
with local people：L.W. Pan/
H.T. Huang	 



Hapatic 
Fibosis

Anti-
inflammation 

Anti-
melanoma 

Cancer
Anti-oxidant

Results

利用Oil RED O將
EA萃取之粗萃物
在N-HSC和T-HSC
肝損傷平台上能夠
有效使細胞修復，
恢復儲存油滴能
力，減緩細胞基質
降解，減緩肝纖維
化。以及測定相關
基因調控表現。

在RAW 264.7免疫細
胞平台，利用LPS誘
導發炎，處理粗萃
物，偵測發炎反應
相關基因與蛋白
質，得知均有效減
緩發炎之能力。以
及利用CFA誘導實驗
動物，給予粗萃物
後，量測腫脹程
度。

進行B16皮膚黑色素
瘤與WS1皮膚纖維
母細胞進行對照，
綬草粗萃物進對癌
細胞具有毒殺性。

將綬草粗萃物進行去
多醣後，利用DPPH
化學法偵測其抗氧化

能力，

Potential functions of Ladies Tresses 



i.p. i.p. i.p. Two	 graduates	 continue	 to	 work	 on	 this	 
project	 



Ø University curricula should encourage faculty
 members and students to work together on subjects
 related to ‘local’ social and economic development. 

Ø University researches should involve, in addition to
 pursuing new knowledge,  heavily with the ‘societal
 needs and support local industries’. 

Ø University should demonstrate to the public the
 efforts needed to achieve ‘sustainability’ 

Ø University should play a major role in K-12
 education to achieve the ‘individualize children’s
 learning’. 

What we suggest to do in the University?	 



2015/6/29 
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NDHU Mascot – Ring neck Pheasant 

Welcome to  
National Donghwa University	 


